
Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sybil Nisenholz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to sybnis

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sybil Nisenholz

Westlake Village, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
K Castelluccio  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to jcckdc

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

K Castelluccio

West Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kay Vanderbrug  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to kayv2010

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kay Vanderbrug

seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roberta Stephan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to grandmakittyjwz

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Roberta Stephan

Columbia Sta, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Adam Bergstein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to pheralia

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Adam Bergstein

Long Beach, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ben Miller-Jacobson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to bmillerjacobson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ben Miller-Jacobson

Yellow Springs, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Pachter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to lindapac

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda Pachter

Hewlett, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
susan callaway  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to akamushi 3000

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

susan callaway

atl, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
THOMAS NEWTON  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to newtontm 9

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

THOMAS NEWTON

New York City, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Terence Sauer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to terence .sauer

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Terence Sauer

Tucson, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ed Guhman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to eguhman

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ed Guhman

Denver, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mardou locke  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to mardou .locke

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mardou locke

Callahan, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Guinnip  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to James .lpg.00

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Guinnip

Columbia, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Edwin Martin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to edwin_martin913

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Edwin Martin

Burnsville, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
rick anddeb  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to crpcrk

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

rick anddeb

manton, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anita Sartwell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to asartwell

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Anita Sartwell

Underhill, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Herbert Stein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to hstein

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Herbert Stein

Washingtonville, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Sprafkin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to rpsprafkin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Sprafkin

Center Ossipee, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynne Weborg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to Lyluwe111

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynne Weborg

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ralph Lombreglia  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to ralph

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ralph Lombreglia

Boston, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susanna Levin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to sulevin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Susanna Levin

New Rochelle, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel O'Driscoll  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to dod2911

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Daniel O'Driscoll

Malibu, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jonathan Fritz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to Jonfritz

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jonathan Fritz

Union City, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jean Thornsbury  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to jean_thornsbury

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jean Thornsbury

Federal Way, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joan Palmroos  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to fjpalm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joan Palmroos

Otto, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Hubert Steed  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to hjsteed

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Hubert Steed

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donald Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to donsmith 8888

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Donald Smith

Palm Bay, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
c hidy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to guccidrvr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

c hidy

Stratton, NE



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nathan Formo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to ryutenno

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nathan Formo

Indianapolis, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ann Scott Thompson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to annscottthompson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ann Scott Thompson

Apex, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bonnie Gaulton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to Bonitamaesg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bonnie Gaulton

Dexter, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
michael riley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to mtriley

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

michael riley

quincy, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eva Lynette McGilvery   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to lmcgilvery

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Eva Lynette McGilvery

Del Mar, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nicholas Rapisardi   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to NRapisardi

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nicholas Rapisardi

Dade City, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
nancy lowe  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to nlowe

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

nancy lowe

ARlington, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tracey Thomas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to tracey

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tracey Thomas

Marina Del Rey, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wes Orlowski  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to wes.orlowski

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Wes Orlowski

Great Barrington, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Fischoff  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to robertfischoff

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Fischoff

Tucson, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Huff-Hannon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:54 AM
Please respond to joseph .huffhannon

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joseph Huff-Hannon

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Cross  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to crossdavidc

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Cross

Starkville, MS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gabriel Gomes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to nayanagar 2

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gabriel Gomes

Fishkill, NY 12524, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Kornmann  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to chris

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Christopher Kornmann

Saint Paul, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
HAMILTON COOPER  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to tony

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

HAMILTON COOPER

FORT COLLINS, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dee Ford  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to deeford 12

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dee Ford

Mt. Vernon, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David and Geri Turnoy   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to davidgeri

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David and Geri Turnoy

Eastsound, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Clare Freeman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to claresfree

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Clare Freeman

Fort Davis, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lee Ann Greaves  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to Leeanng1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lee Ann Greaves

Spokane, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
George Lindelof  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to tschurl

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

George Lindelof

Carpinteria, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chad Meyers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to wicker771

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Chad Meyers

potomac, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
jeff Schiller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to jeff

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

jeff Schiller

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Sohl  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to ericsohl

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Eric Sohl

Ashland, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diane Schips  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to greenfireherbs

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Diane Schips

Smithtown, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Leffel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to jkleffel

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joseph Leffel

Bloomington, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bryan Mason  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to Brimace

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Bryan Mason

Lou, KY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Woerner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to dpwoerner

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Woerner

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Prymula  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to vexer6

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Prymula

Zion, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bruce Kerslake  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to brucekerslake

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bruce Kerslake

Vancouver, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Jo Petersman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to petersmj

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Jo Petersman

Cincinnati, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
R P Joe Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to joe

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

R P Joe Smith

Portland, OR, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Pogroski  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to eric .pogroski

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eric Pogroski

Syracuse, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
S. Gamson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to sgamson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

S. Gamson

Encino, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stanleigh Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to stanjo75

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stanleigh Jones

Claremont, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Cicco  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to drumpoet 3

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul Cicco

Martinez, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Gilges  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to rgilges

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Gilges

Crozet, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
P. Hays  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to pshays

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

P. Hays

Winter Park, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Inkenbrandt   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to jiminken

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Inkenbrandt

Tennyson, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tracy Floeh  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to tracyfloeh

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tracy Floeh

St Louis, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marlene Hutchison  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to marlenesmail

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marlene Hutchison

Arlington, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Douglas Forrest  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to wisemagic

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Douglas Forrest

New iberia, LA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
MARY ROJESKI  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to JERO.BOOK

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

MARY ROJESKI

SANTA MONICA, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jacqueline Birnbaum  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to jacqueline .birnbaum

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jacqueline Birnbaum

Bronxville, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Larry Needleman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to lneedle

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Larry Needleman

Sebastopol, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Darian Balcom  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to darian .balcom

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections. And I would further add that your 
actions clearly demonstrate that you are nothing but a bunch of dumb*ss 
losers.

Darian Balcom

Pittsburgh, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joe Buhowsky  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to jbuhowsky

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joe Buhowsky

San Ramon, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jill Manley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to Jmm7

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jill Manley

Convent Station, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Granche  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to billgranche

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Granche

Ridgway, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Henning  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to dhen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David Henning

South Bend, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
JILLANA MOONEY  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to JILLANA .MOONEY

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

JILLANA MOONEY

HOUSTON, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judith Wettengel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to jwettengel 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Judith Wettengel

Wauwatosa, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Ashwood  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to dad.ashwood

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

William Ashwood

New Brighton, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Glenn Shean  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to gdshea

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Glenn Shean

Williamsburg, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Phillip Norona  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to phillipnorona

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Phillip Norona

Miami, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Raphael Sulkovitz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to rsulko

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Raphael Sulkovitz

Roslindale, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ann Rushton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to annrushton

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ann Rushton

Sherman Oaks, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eliot Kaplan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to eliot

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eliot Kaplan

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
S Logan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to scott .logan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

S Logan

Miami, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Moore  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to barbara .joan.moore

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara Moore

Lawrence, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Edward Colley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to elcolley

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Edward Colley

Ellensburg, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peter Hamerslag  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to pete .hamerslag

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Peter Hamerslag

Martinsville, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
craig ernster  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to taz .man.devil2008

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

craig ernster

hartington, NE



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dean Mattson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to mexmattsons

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dean Mattson

Fort Wayne, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bill McNulty  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to Billmcnulty 9

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Bill McNulty

Enfield, CT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Guest  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to cyberdew 41

Super PACs have corrupted the American political system down to the roots.  
The decision by FEC commissioners who claim that for that purposes of the 
formal petitions process CORPORATIONS ARE PERSONS, but FEC commissioners Add 
Ravel and Ellen Weintrab are not is outrageous and against common sense.

The FEC must take action to end these things:
1) undisclosed election spending
2) coordination between super PACS and candidates
3) foreign money and contributors' influence on U.S.A. elections.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.  Please take action now 
on these items.

Lynn Guest

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
GEORGE BUDD  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:55 AM
Please respond to earshot 21

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

GEORGE BUDD

LOS ANGELES, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bruce Hodo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to bchodo

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bruce Hodo

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Holloway  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to primalscream 74

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Holloway

Albuquerque, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeff Hall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to makeiowagreener

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jeff Hall

Ames, IA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Duncan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to rhduncan

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Duncan

Ypsilanti, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Parker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to lindaparker 10

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Linda Parker

Harriman, TN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Aaron Brunette  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to darkaero

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Aaron Brunette

Minneapolis, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
pearl wheeler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to pearlminniemouse

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

pearl wheeler

Pasadena, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ronald Christensen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to ergoz

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ronald Christensen

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Amanda Fights  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to amandafights

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Amanda Fights

Hamilton, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marie Garescher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to marfogar

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marie Garescher

Tarrytown, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lee Street  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to leestreet

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lee Street

Pleasant Hill,, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kady Hommel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to kadyhommel

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kady Hommel

Colorado Springs, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jenny Sowell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to Sowell_3

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jenny Sowell

Bozeman, MT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Rummel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to GreenThumbSD

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Rummel

San Diego, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shelly Baker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to shelly

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Shelly Baker

Houston, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
reece castellano  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to reecec99

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

reece castellano

San Diego, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dorothy Grazul  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to dagrazul

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dorothy Grazul

camas, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dorelle Rawlings  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to dorelle

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC must vigorously enforce this law. The FEC 
should also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dorelle Rawlings

Aptos, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom & Mary Loren  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to maryloren

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tom & Mary Loren

Manassas, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Perry Cook  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to Perrycook 313

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Perry Cook

Ventura, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Harriet McNamara  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to harrietmcnamara

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

All this secret money is undermining democracy.  And the position that a 
corporation is a person gets more and more ridiculous and frightening to the 
ordinary citizen who is really a person.

Harriet McNamara

Ventura, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judy Lucas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to jrl71

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Judy Lucas

Buckeye, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jason Lee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to jasonleeab

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jason Lee

Palm Desert, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brian McKee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to brianrossmckee

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Brian McKee

Tucson, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gary Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to gary .smith1597

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gary Smith

Charlestown, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
dr. jeannine anglum  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to winyan7

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

dr. jeannine anglum

flanders, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Stanford  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to dharmajim

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Stanford

Las Vegas, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Norris  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to babsmnorris

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Barbara Norris

Livermore, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
jeb fries  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to jfries 2

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

jeb fries

fredonia, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alexander Mastro  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to alexsmastro

Hey, if the FEC is also BOUGHT AND PAID FOR by the same big money interests 
who are stealing our democracy, who's left to protect us? Do the right thing, 
bullies.

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alexander Mastro

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Garth Fletcher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to fgf

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Garth Fletcher

Mason, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lee Anne Rose  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to rose .lotus1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lee Anne Rose

Buffalo, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
loreen troy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to loreen .troy

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

loreen troy

Lemont, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lani Miller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to mammyokums

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lani Miller

Palm Springs, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Jackson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to michaelva 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michael Jackson

Deltaville, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Merwin Beavers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to gordonb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Merwin Beavers

Elkins, AR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ann Berens  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to aberenscanada

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ann Berens

Courtenay, BC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lucymarie Ruth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to lucymarieruth

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lucymarie Ruth

RICHMOND, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Trujillo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to trujillo

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Trujillo

Amherst, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mitch Szymanski  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to mitch_szymanski

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mitch Szymanski

Boylston, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark McWhinney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to mcwhinney

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mark McWhinney

Kent, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Gren  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to greneric 59

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eric Gren

Loma Linda, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
james McVey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to mcvey

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

james McVey

Nederland, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Sue Baker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to marysue

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.
Just proves what the Republican mind set is - they are all for the 
corporations and the money. Actual people do not matter.
Thank you,
Mary Sue Baker

Mary Sue Baker

Sarasota, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
paulann sheets  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to paulann .sheets

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

paulann sheets

Groton, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Cole  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to heyseuss 524

The current situation is unacceptable and MUST stop.  Citizens United ruling 
has made it more difficult than ever to stop wealthy individuals, corporations 
and foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC MUST  strengthen the laws regarding 
injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also require full 
disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from coordinating with 
super PACs.  Please listen to the public and take action now!

James Cole

Hope, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brendan Shaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to shaw.brendan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Brendan Shaw

Cheektowaga, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ronald Carter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to rjcarter 108

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ronald Carter

Pine Bush, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Rudman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to lindaru

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda Rudman

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jo Ann Duman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to jduman

Please require corporations to disclose their political spending, both 
campaign contributions, lobbying, and so-called "issue" advertisint related to 
elections. The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to 
stop foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jo Ann Duman

Texarkana, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cory Maxwell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to maxwell .cory

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cory Maxwell

Kansas City, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Kuhn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to danielraykuhn

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Daniel Kuhn

Allbuquerque, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bob Norton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:56 AM
Please respond to notes

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bob Norton

Ft Pierce, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joe Lasek  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to joelasek

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joe Lasek

Charlotte, VT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marilyn Stern  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to 9tweet

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marilyn Stern

Tamarac, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chloe Conradi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to chloe .gottlieb

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

This is America. Freedom and modern democracy should be for everyone--not just 
those who can afford it. 

Chloe Conradi

Winter Park, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendy Holzman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to wendomere

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Wendy Holzman

Sisters, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Theresa Boracci   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to boracci

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Theresa Boracci

Socorro, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Judy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to ghostwriter _dof

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Paul Judy

Van Nuys, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charles Fillah  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to nicktruamer

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Charles Fillah

Oak Island, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jerry Bowen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to designbk

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jerry Bowen

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Averitt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to waveritt

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

William Averitt

Winchester, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judith Wittner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to jwittne

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Judith Wittner

Evanston, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rick Mitton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to rick .mitton1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rick Mitton

Studio City, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
R. Thornton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to asunluvr

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

R. Thornton

Frazeysburg, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charles LaBow  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to chuckl

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Charles LaBow

Palmetto Bay, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Frank Albe  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to falbe

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Take the CORRECT action, not the RADICAL RIGHT action.

Frank Albe

Houston, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Irene Lutz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to lutznet

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Irene Lutz

Santa Clarita, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ted Lapis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to Ted.lapis

We need stricter rules against coordination between candidates and super PACs. 
The law and courts say these entities are supposed to be “truly independent.” 
The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should also require disclosure of 
political spending and close loopholes that allow foreign money to influence 
U.S. elections. 

Wyoming is an unfortunate example of a small population state that is 
vulnerable to PAC power. We need to educate citizens so they are well informed 
on vital issues. Marketing always avoids full disclosure, to gain an unfair 
market share. We need good information, not PR plays. 

Ted Lapis

Sheridan, WY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Gibb  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to rngibb

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Gibb

Homestead, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wanda Metcalf  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to wcm

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wanda Metcalf

North Andover, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carlisle Levine  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to carlisle .levine

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carlisle Levine

Arlington, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
chris twomey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to c2me

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

chris twomey

south lake tahoe, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jory Stein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to jory .stein

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jory Stein

Foster City, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
norris williams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to orchid

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

norris williams

gainesville, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
pam ward  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to pl .ward

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

pam ward

lyndeborough, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Louis Beaudry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to beaumak

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Louis Beaudry

McCall, ID 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rick Hart  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to rick

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rick Hart

Austin, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Clarkson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to danlc1961dc

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs. In other words, the FEC should do the job that 
I'm paying them to do

Daniel Clarkson

LONGMONT, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Debbie Imhoff  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to johnbskdeb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Debbie Imhoff

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ernie Niemi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to Ernie .niemi

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ernie Niemi

Dexter, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Speakman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to kspurplesage

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Speakman

Lawrence, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Heidi Thomann Tewarson   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to heidi .tewarson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Heidi Thomann Tewarson

Oberlin, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Till  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to pftill 47

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Paul Till

Indianapolis, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kristina Doyle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to doyle_kris

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kristina Doyle

Fairlee, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Shofstall   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to shofstall

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephen Shofstall

Chandler, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roger Kash  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to Rogerkash

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Roger Kash

San Clemente, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
gary hendricks  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to ghendricks

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

gary hendricks

Suamico, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Grffroy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to plouhatin

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Grffroy

Las Vegas, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
donald taylor  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to cplii

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

donald taylor

fair oaks, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Walker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to ksucda

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Walker

Key West, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Deborah Downs-Miers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to ddm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Deborah Downs-Miers

Kasota, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
J. Wesley Paschall III   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to WesPaschall 3

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

J. Wesley Paschall III

Fort Collins, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeffrey Perrone  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to jperrone

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

We need to take bold steps NOW to protect our democracy from the corrupting 
effects of unregulated contributions. 

Jeffrey Perrone

San Francisco, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Ziegler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to mzig77

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Ziegler

San Pedro, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chohong Choi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to a9591321

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Chohong Choi

Bayside, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dee Halzack  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to dee.halz

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Either we have a democracy or we don't. And, quite frankly, your failure to 
protect our democracy is destroying the country we were taught about in 
school.

Dee Halzack

Lowell, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John W Hadbavny  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to hadbavny

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John W Hadbavny

Eatonton, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Schachner   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to JosephScha

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joseph Schachner

Suffern, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ronald Drahos  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to rdrahos

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ronald Drahos

Bloomington, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Constance panzarella   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to Cpanzarella

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Constance panzarella

Monroe twp, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Theresa Zaydel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to tzaydel

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Theresa Zaydel

Detroit, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Catherine P. Steele  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to steele .cat.heron

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Catherine P. Steele

Santa Cruz, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Beverly Williamson-Pecori  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to bwp97

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Beverly Williamson-Pecori

McKees Rocks, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lane Tracy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to koorbats

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

If the FEC is not going to do its job it should at least have the decency to 
resign.

Lane Tracy

Cary, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
dennis holman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to dholman

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

dennis holman

TELEPHONE, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alan Goga  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to gogamonster

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alan Goga

Reno, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Maynes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to nancymaynes

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy Maynes

Pepperell, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nicole Milner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to Nicolemilner 333

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nicole Milner

Berkeley, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
FRANCES FRENCH  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to fcfrench

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

FRANCES FRENCH

Auburn, AL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joanne Sieck  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to jpsieck

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joanne Sieck

ROCHESTER, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Randy Murbach  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to randymurbach

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Randy Murbach

Ellicott City, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Blake Mclean  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to blakemclean

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Blake Mclean

Long Beach, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
BRUCE INKMANN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to bink1936

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

BRUCE INKMANN

WAUPACA, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Katharine Layton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to kflayto

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Katharine Layton

Fort Valley, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lee Margulies  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to Lrm55

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lee Margulies

Stony Brook, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
jay sanborn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to jalab1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

jay sanborn

birmingham, AL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Dillinger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to lynndillinger

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynn Dillinger

Hendersonville, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
MELVIN TAFF  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to mel .taff

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

MELVIN TAFF

SPRINGFIELD, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Maria Silva  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to msilva

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Maria Silva

Westbury, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
charles quaintance  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to rustyquinceart

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

charles quaintance

jupiter, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Deb Keegan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to Cellobabe 52

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Deb Keegan

Eau Claire, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carolyn Cheves  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to venice .home

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Carolyn Cheves

Venice, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mala Wingerd  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:57 AM
Please respond to wingerdmala

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mala Wingerd

San Diego, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joellen Rudolph  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to jobee949

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joellen Rudolph

Petoskey, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Vecellio  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to mister .e

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul Vecellio

Summerville, SC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Jensen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to tomjensen

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Jensen

Boise, ID



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alex Wohlgemuth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to wohlgemuth .6

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alex Wohlgemuth

Cleveland Heights, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
April Davidoff  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to adavidoff

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

April Davidoff

Saugerties, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
CASSIDY BOULAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to casstech

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

CASSIDY BOULAN

Royal Oak, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Chamberlain  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to jane.chamberlain

Citizens United turned everything we try to accomplish into $$$$$. Every day I 
open my computer to a nightmare of voices begging and exhorting: if I don't 
send them some money the entire country is doomed. And I believe it's true 
when I hear of the vast quantities of cash driving this election. We should 
have (and used to have, I believe) laws requiring equal time for all voices on 
media outlets. And we need stricter laws against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities must be 
“truly independent” and it's up to the FEC to enforce this law. And how could 
you even consider allowing foreign money to influence U.S. elections? And 
what's with your new definition of personhood? It's time to get real and start 
doing your job, FEC! 

Jane Chamberlain

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bob Aldrich  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to aldrich .bob

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bob Aldrich

Brattleboro, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
virginia braun  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to ginnybraun

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

virginia braun

flint, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom Falvey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to tefalvey

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tom Falvey

San Diego, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marc Friedman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to ml .friedman11

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marc Friedman

Darien, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patrick Thomas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to pthomasglouc

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patrick Thomas

Gloucester, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Burton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to d4jburton

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David Burton

Whitney, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Reilley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to reilley

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathleen Reilley

Richmond, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
john canepa  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to j_canepa

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

john canepa

warner, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Douglas Leonard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to 1dl

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Douglas Leonard

Brooklyn, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jennifer Fry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to siciliana

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jennifer Fry

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Van Stober  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to weeder869

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Van Stober

Maitland, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Senta Colombo  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to Sentajoey

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.
DO YOUR JOB!

Senta Colombo

Belmont, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Louis Labrunda  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to Lou

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Louis Labrunda

Basking Ridge, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anthony Torres  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to okinard

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Anthony Torres

Monrerey Park, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Corney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to wjcorney

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Corney

Williamstown, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dennis Han  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to Dennis .Han

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Dennis Han

Allen, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Neville Berle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to nmbe1022

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Neville Berle

Montpelier, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ALLEN LIEBERMAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to allen .imagewarehouse

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

ALLEN LIEBERMAN

Princeton, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joanne Diefenbach  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to joanne

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joanne Diefenbach

Newport Beach, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ALLEN LIEBERMAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to allen .imagewarehouse

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

ALLEN LIEBERMAN

Princeton, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Greg Miranda  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to gregmiranda

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Greg Miranda

Princeton, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ALLEN LIEBERMAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to allen .imagewarehouse

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

ALLEN LIEBERMAN

Princeton, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sara Frucht  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to sfrucht

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Sara Frucht

Berkeley, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Siegle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to jvjsiegle

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Siegle

Chicago IL, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ingrid Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to jones

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ingrid Jones

Moberly, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Fuchs  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to rfuchs

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Fuchs

Omaha, NE 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bruno Ribeiro  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to bbribeiro 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bruno Ribeiro

Lisbon, AK



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Moulder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to lindamoulderis

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Linda Moulder

Spokane, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Myra Schegloff  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to whitemim 29

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Myra Schegloff

Topanga, CA 90290, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marie Curtis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to dandmcurt

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marie Curtis

Oakhurst, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Baltz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to baltzme 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mary Baltz

Denver, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Deborah S Felnagle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to dsfelnagle

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Deborah S Felnagle

Gilbert, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judy Rosenblith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to judyrosenblith

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Judy Rosenblith

Miami, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Tedesco  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to thomastedesco

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Tedesco

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
R Brown  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to rbrown12345

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

R Brown

Reston, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Helen Yeomans  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to hyeomans

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Helen Yeomans

Overland Park, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gerald Omstead  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to gomstead

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gerald Omstead

Brevatd, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
J. Froiland  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to jfroiland

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

We are such a miserable country anymore.

J. Froiland

Rohnert Park, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anthony Urbano  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to geppetto .rocks

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Anthony Urbano

Los Angeles, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Maureen Quinn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to fmquinn 59

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Maureen Quinn

Deerfield, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jorge Villamil  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to javillamil .1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jorge Villamil

Coral Gables, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James DeBernardi   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to downstreamliving

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bear in mind, the longer you keep this up and the sooner they are coming with 
pitchforks!

James DeBernardi

Englewood, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Philip Treanor  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to Philipjtreanor

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Philip Treanor

Yuba City, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dr. Pablo Jasis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to pjasis59

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dr. Pablo Jasis

Whittier, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Burch  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to nancy

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nancy Burch

Fort Lauderdale, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Randall Powell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:58 AM
Please respond to randyzenpowell

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Randall Powell

Braselton, GA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Danielle Billeaud  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to ellebelow

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Danielle Billeaud

Gouston, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Claiborn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to wclaiborn

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Claiborn

Venice, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Arthur Black  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to transmar

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Arthur Black

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
michele nadder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to mn.nadder

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

michele nadder

san francisco, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
CHRISTOPHER STEGMAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to cstegman 007

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

CHRISTOPHER STEGMAN

OLYMPIA, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Becky Wharton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to Earth_madre

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Becky Wharton

Campbell, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mike Forester  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to forester

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mike Forester

Jackson, MS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeff Rollosson Halbhuber   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jeff_rh

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jeff Rollosson Halbhuber

Sammamish, Washington, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jamee Costello  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to blackjay 18

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jamee Costello

Toms River, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kevin Clanahan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to kevin .clanahan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kevin Clanahan

Plano, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Amielle Zemach  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to amiellez

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Who will rule us?  Will the greatest experiment in human freedom be devoured 
by international money?  You decide.

Amielle Zemach

Berkeley, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Peirce  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to speirce

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Susan Peirce

Lyons, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Janet Glover  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jglover 32

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Janet Glover

Tucson, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kay Grace  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to Kaligrace 2

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kay Grace

Louisville, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John radner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jradner

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John radner

washington, DC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
chuck jaffee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jaffee

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

chuck jaffee

Grass Valley, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
lawrence Bercutt   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to bercuttl

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

lawrence Bercutt

davis, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tammi McGee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to classie _lassie

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tammi McGee

Post Falls, ID 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
R Prespare  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to rprespare

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

R Prespare

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sarah Vandewalle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to sarahvandewalle 27

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sarah Vandewalle

Danvers, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jodi Daniels  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to spongejod

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jodi Daniels

maylene, AL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathryn Hunter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to crowneddragon

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathryn Hunter

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paula Brinson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to psb1201

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paula Brinson

Virginia Beach, VA, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Georgia Meyer-Hayes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to ga27m

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Georgia Meyer-Hayes

Albuquerque, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nick Collins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to nickcoll 332

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nick Collins

Magalia, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jonathan Chang  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to yjonathanchang

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jonathan Chang

Great Neck, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sasha Rae  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to Sasha.rae

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sasha Rae

Redwood city, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Drucker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to mhdrucker

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michael Drucker

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judith Gilroy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jmgilroy

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Judith Gilroy

Mechanicsburg, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chuck Graver  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to cgraver

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Chuck Graver

Southampton, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Davie  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to shdavie

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephen Davie

Fort Edward, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Norman West  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to westn

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Norman West

Lake Ronkonkoma, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Bieber-Hamby  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to bbieberhamby

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbara Bieber-Hamby

Nacogdoches, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Rooney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to johnkrooney

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Rooney

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Steve Schreiner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to spschreiner

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Steve Schreiner

Relay, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathi Thonet  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to kathi .thonet

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kathi Thonet

Pittstown, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Douglas Myer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to fordmyer 2

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Douglas Myer

tucson, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sally Hinshaw  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to sphinshaw

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sally Hinshaw

Columbus, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marie Huhta  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to chuhta

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marie Huhta

Boston, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Honey Fortney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to ent .mom

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.
It's absolute corruption to hide where the money is coming from. What are they 
hiding?

Honey Fortney

Napa, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fred Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to dodgerfred

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Fred Smith

Goodyear, AZ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jessica DePete  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jessica

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jessica DePete

Stroudsburg, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Regina Baker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to inezbaker

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Regina Baker

Palo Alto, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jack Meyer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to Jackmeyer 8

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jack Meyer

Perham, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Theresa Vernon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to acuvern

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Theresa Vernon

Santa Rosa, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Nanstiel   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to barbara .nanstiel

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Barbara Nanstiel

Wilkes-Barre, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
charles james  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to chjj

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

charles james

little rock, AR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Fuhrer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jpfuhrer

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Fuhrer

Newport Beach, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bradley Cooke  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to cooke625

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Bradley Cooke

Taylorsville, UT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Allen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to mikepatallen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michael Allen

Florence, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jacqueline Wiggins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jwiggins .iee

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jacqueline Wiggins

Elko, NV 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
George Parker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to gparker 43358

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

George Parker

LEBANON, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Boner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to rboner

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Boner

Westminster, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lucretia OToole  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to lucretiao

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lucretia OToole

Hueytown, AL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom Schoenau  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to Tomschoenau

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tom Schoenau

Clearwater, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Grace  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to johngrace 1937

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Grace

Belmont, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
alene feltus  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to afeltus

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

alene feltus

Tukwils, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Allen Wollscheidt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to allenwoll

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Allen Wollscheidt

Cape Coral, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gabriel Bobek  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to Gabrielbobek 520

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gabriel Bobek

NYC, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
carol clark  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to kcreka

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

carol clark

florence, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
D Barcilon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to barcilon

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

D Barcilon

Miami, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
douglas walton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to douglaserikwaltondoa

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

douglas walton

High Point, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert YOUDELMAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to Ryoudelman

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert YOUDELMAN

richmond, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
christian hartleben  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to prophit 1970

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

christian hartleben

philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Lally  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to jjllc

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Lally

Croton on Hudson, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dr Chaim Larsen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to larsenkiam

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dr Chaim Larsen

Plano, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Martin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 11:59 AM
Please respond to ericrogermartin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Eric Martin

South Orange, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fred & Jeri Fischer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to fischnet

The Citizens United ruling was absurd and tortured decision by ideologic 
members of The  Court to allow activities to infiltrate our election process 
in ways that the writers of our Constitution could never envision as a threat!  
To follow the illogic of the Court, we should expect corporate officers to be 
able to vote a ballot on the part of the "person" of their corporation.  Our 
Nation deserves and needs a more reasoned monitoring of our election processes 
and we must rely upon the FEC.

The Court's ruling made it more difficult than ever to stop foreign money from 
influencing U.S. elections. Considering the international scope of many 
'electioneering' groups, just the possibility of undisclosed foreign sources 
and their funds makes this issue especially urgent! We, the People, are 
depending upon the FEC to step up and strengthen rules against foreign 
nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also require full 
disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from coordinating with 
super PACs.

Please make the authors of our Constitution proud and take actions to protect 
our system!

Fred & Jeri Fischer

Hayden, ID 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Connie North  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to connie .north

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Connie North

Louisville, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Konstantyn Damas  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to kdamas68

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Konstantyn Damas

talent, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Craig  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to arsisi 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robert Craig

Lake Barrington, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patricia Williams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to pwilliams

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Do your job and end the Citizens United corruption!

Patricia Williams

Boca Raton, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roger Vortman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to rvortman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Roger Vortman

Santa Cruz, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julianne Ramaker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to ramaker

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Julianne Ramaker

Bend, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Price  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to lynn.price

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynn Price

Humble, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fann Harding, Ph.D.  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to fannharding

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Fann Harding, Ph.D.

Washington, DC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marian Chmieleski  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to Marianiten

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marian Chmieleski

Vacaville, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Martin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to martin .robert7

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Martin

Muskogee, OK



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Niemeyer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to Niemeyer .Mark

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mark Niemeyer

Aurora, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
howard hobson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to hwrdhbsn

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

howard hobson

tappahannock, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patricia Silver  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to patriciasilver

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Patricia Silver

Berkeley, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jean Lovett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to lovettje

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jean Lovett

Wellesley, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Doug Waxon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to dwaxon

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Doug Waxon

Saint Paul, MN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Suzanne Deerlyjohnson   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to suzannedj 3

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Suzanne Deerlyjohnson

Long Beach, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kelly Blank  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to kelly

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kelly Blank

Comstock Park, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peter Kjeseth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to peterkjeseth

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Peter Kjeseth

Denver, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Oliver Block  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to Oblock 92

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Oliver Block

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shurrun Daniel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to NOBODY 321

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Shurrun Daniel

Laurens, SC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Whitaker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to wwhitak

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

William Whitaker

La Grande, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Johna Beall-Ohlmann  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to johnabeall

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Johna Beall-Ohlmann

Tacoma, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Katherine Bini  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to binikc2014

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Katherine Bini

new york, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eileen Austen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to eileen .austen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Eileen Austen

los angeles, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Koenen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to joekoenen

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joseph Koenen

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sandra Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to sandrajohnson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sandra Johnson

Boulder, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marilyn Lamm  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to marilyn .lamm

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marilyn Lamm

Wichita, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Sandersen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to lsandersen

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda Sandersen

Whitefish Bay, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Surr  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to jsurr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Surr

Bethesda, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
gail ruge  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to gailr5555

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

gail ruge

bridgeport, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Terry Chaney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to Chaneyt

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Terry Chaney

Royal Oak, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mel Klegerman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to mklegerman

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mel Klegerman

Houston, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jean Mildenberger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to jm.mildenberger

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jean Mildenberger

Cambridge, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charles Berger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to charlieberger 711

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Charles Berger

Longmont, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendy Keen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to wskeen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Wendy Keen

Iowa City, IA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ann Rossman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to annrm

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ann Rossman

Newport, RI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Beckett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to SusanLBeckett

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Susan Beckett

Ann Arbor, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
lizzie caul  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to eacaul0404

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

lizzie caul

middleton, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Maureen Whelan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to muse148

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Maureen Whelan

Santa Fe, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gerald Rust  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to trigar

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gerald Rust

Troy, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Schreiber  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to jfschreib

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Schreiber

Hamilton, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to pejohnson 2

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul Johnson

Silver Spring, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Lawrence  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to dalaw42

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David Lawrence

Morris Plains, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Leo Spesard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to genespesard

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Leo Spesard

Tucson, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Tanner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to linda

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda Tanner

West Park, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Steve Atkins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to sla4462

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Steve Atkins

Beavercreek, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diana Ruggiero  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:00 PM
Please respond to perryd22

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Diana Ruggiero

Coventry, RI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kenneth Ives  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to kives1946

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kenneth Ives

Shoreview, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Melissa Pust  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to irish13melissa

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Melissa Pust

Pittsburgh, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marion Brady  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to mbrady2222

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marion Brady

Cocoa,, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dennis Kobata  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to dskobata

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Dennis Kobata

Torrance, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Leonard Kraus  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to lckraus

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Leonard Kraus

Worcester, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Witkin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to joe.witkin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joseph Witkin

Tallmadge, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mansur Khawaja  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to mansurmk

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mansur Khawaja

Pembroke Pines, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John O'Dowd  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to bikejon

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John O'Dowd

Maynard, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Morgan Clark  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to morgan .cl

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Morgan Clark

South Orange, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Maria Gonzalez  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to tracyg 36

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Maria Gonzalez

Chicago, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Emily Lucero  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to sobadores

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Emily Lucero

SANTA FE, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julie Caan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to beadsrule

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Julie Caan

Milwaukee, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fern Stearney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to fz .stearney

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Fern Stearney

Tarrytown, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeff Dahm  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to jdahm17

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jeff Dahm

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kavitha Rao  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to Kavithawow

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kavitha Rao

Beacon, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
janice Lindquist  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to jwendtlindquist

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

janice Lindquist

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Beth Brill  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to bethellen 58

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Beth Brill

West Chester, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sydney Dunlap  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to sydneydunlap

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sydney Dunlap

Spring, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Keeler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to mkeeler

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mary Keeler

Seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Myers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to dkmjunk

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Myers

Framingham, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judy Bowman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to Judy_Bowman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Judy Bowman

Waco, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
G. Brooks Arnold  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to gba273

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

G. Brooks Arnold

Val Verde, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Wolf   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to cdwolf55

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Christopher Wolf

Sterling, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michele Paxson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to michelepaxson

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michele Paxson

East Meadow, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pamela Michaud  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to iowastay

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Pamela Michaud

Iowa City, IA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Milton Nelson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to masflo 222

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Milton Nelson

Florence, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alfred Yeager  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to alfredv 53

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Alfred Yeager

san diego, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Berry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to Edesca16

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elizabeth Berry

The woodlands, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
BRIAN CUSHIN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to briancushin

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

BRIAN CUSHIN

Pittsburgh, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bruce Hull  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to bhull

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bruce Hull

Portsmouth, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
greg mcallister  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to gregmca 2

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

greg mcallister

Portland, OR, AE



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sharon Wilson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to ssbolingwilson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sharon Wilson

Colville, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kyra Legaroff  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to kyra .legaroff

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kyra Legaroff

Richmond, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joanna Dewey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to jdewey .ca

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joanna Dewey

Claremont, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jon Wood  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to jonwoodartist

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jon Wood

La Valle, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julie Anders  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to juliea1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Julie Anders

Oceanside, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Clifton Bain  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to Cliftonbain 33

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Clifton Bain

Arroyo Hondo, NM 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pamela Baker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to 2pnqbaker

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Pamela Baker

Moab, UT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jess Yaryan III   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to jyaryan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jess Yaryan III

Dallas, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Katharine Roberts  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to wildhorsekat

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections. This is an egrgious flaunting 
of the law and of the Constitution. Our forefathers are spinning in their 
graves at what is being done to the American political proccess. Clean  up 
your act.

Katharine Roberts

Coyote, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Te Stroete  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to testro

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Te Stroete

North Fond du Lac, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Edward Huey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to edhuey .46

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Edward Huey

South Charleston, WV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeff Hanna  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to solareducator

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jeff Hanna

Nokomis, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Aaron Raulin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:01 PM
Please respond to ajraulin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Your belligerent ignorance is incredible at this point.  I get that people 
love money and love being paid to really not do a damn thing, but really, take 
a hard look at what you're doing.  Can this really be the kind of future that 
you want to raise your kids and grandkids in?

Aaron Raulin

Sun Prairie, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sheila Rosenberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to srosenberg

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sheila Rosenberg

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joan B. Hunter-Brody  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to jbh_11

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joan B. Hunter-Brody

Holliston, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeremy Spencer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to jpspencer

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jeremy Spencer

Pacifica, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marco Salvatori  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to msalvatori 82

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Marco Salvatori

Bensenville, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ken Kolbe  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to nodak

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ken Kolbe

Hudson, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mel hathorn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to hathornmelvin 70

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mel hathorn

cromwell, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Eberle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to timar48

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Eberle

Collinsville, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Walker  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to johnnywalker 37

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Walker

Dallas, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
james raycroft  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to jimraycroft

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

james raycroft

fort lauderdale, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Frances Dennis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to fgdennis

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Frances Dennis

Goldsboro, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tony McClain  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to tonymcclain 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tony McClain

Eldersburg, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John McLaurin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to knotundn 416

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John McLaurin

Paso Robles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diane Provenz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to diane.provenz

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Diane Provenz

Otis, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Packard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to steve

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephen Packard

Newport, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
joe prebeg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to aimingjoe

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

joe prebeg

Madison, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
tony GUGGINO  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to gwizztv

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

tony GUGGINO

FORT Lee, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Taera Shuldberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to Gypsy7woman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Taera Shuldberg

Bisbee, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda Zager  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to luvearth 2

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda Zager

Deerfield, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Arthur Lane  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to lonnelane

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Arthur Lane

Arcadia, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bill Carter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to Bbillccarter

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bill Carter

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Daniel Costa  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to memorylane

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Daniel Costa

Hollywood, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
m pilon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to hortensiathyme 341

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

m pilon

Easthampton, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Kinter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to m.kinter

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mark Kinter

Spring Park, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sophia Bicoy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to sophiabicoy

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sophia Bicoy

San Antonio, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
william toner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to wtoner

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

william toner

mcgraw, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Small  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to kathysmall

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kathleen Small

West Hollywood, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Kim  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to michael .kue.kim

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michael Kim

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Deana Brown  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to dfcb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Deana Brown

Natalia, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom Ehnle  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to tehnle

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tom Ehnle

San Francisco, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
charles george  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to sharps1856

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

charles george

Rochester, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeffrey Syen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to jefsyn 53

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jeffrey Syen

Phila, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anne Jacopetti  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to cummings

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Anne Jacopetti

Santa Rosa, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Constance Youens  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to omconstance

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Constance Youens

Murrieta, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tim Murphy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to TMurfslaw

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tim Murphy

Burbank, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Judith Williams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to jerseyjudy 44

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Judith Williams

Chula Vista, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jordan Hooley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to jordanb .hooley

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jordan Hooley

Middlebury, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tod Braunwart  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to todbraunwart

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Tod Braunwart

Vancouver, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pat Gormalley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to pmbkg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Pat Gormalley

Pittsfield, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Charland  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to sculptorator

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Charland

Sacramento, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fred Strickhouser   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to pianofxr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Fred Strickhouser

Asheville, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ruth Berman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to drberman

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ruth Berman

WYNNEWOOD, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Martin Diedrich  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to martin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Martin Diedrich

Costa Mesa, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bryan Gaston  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to bryangaston 122

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bryan Gaston

Berkeley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Katherine Collinson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to klcollinson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Katherine Collinson

Bellingham, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Phyllis Edberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to pjedberg

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Phyllis Edberg

Bedford, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alicia Kopfstein-Penk  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to c.kopfstein

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Alicia Kopfstein-Penk

Bethesda, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Donohue  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to MaryVDonohue

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Donohue

Waldwicj, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stacy Rouse  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to stacy .rouse

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stacy Rouse

Malibu, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brieaux Poche  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:02 PM
Please respond to Brelulz

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Brieaux Poche

Ponchatoula, LA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
C Parkey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to parkeyc

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

C Parkey

West Palm Beach, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
gaye wiesner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to wiesner -schulte

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

gaye wiesner

staten island, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eva Goss  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to mgpratt

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eva Goss

Sandwich, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Andrea Hoffman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to andreaviolins

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Andrea Hoffman

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Floyd Aranyosi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to floyda

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Floyd Aranyosi

seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
George Gosselin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to kauaikeoki

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

George Gosselin

Carson City, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Fay Helmon  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to monnoe46

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Fay Helmon

Issaquah, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marilyn Ericson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to mjericson 1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Marilyn Ericson

Salina, KS 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
richard schoemer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to schoemer 2

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

richard schoemer

Cambridge, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gregg Matson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to gmatson

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gregg Matson

Elk Grove, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Rushford  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to rushford

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Rushford

San Diego, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Audrey Brownell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to audreybrownell

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Audrey Brownell

Phoenix, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Harvey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to mrgadget 428

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Harvey

Cross Lanes, WV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lewis Sikes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to lewnpat

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lewis Sikes

Grapeview, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
michael bordenave  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to mbordenave 5467

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

michael bordenave

fresno, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Teresa Carstensen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to eccentric

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Teresa Carstensen

Columbus, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sandy Ma  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to sandyma

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sandy Ma

Honolulu, HI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lee Basnar  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to basnar

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lee Basnar

Sierra Vista, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joette Storm  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to gjstorm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joette Storm

Bend, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jonathan Abercrombie   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to Abercrombie .re

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jonathan Abercrombie

Visalia, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Andrea O'Shea  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to Oshea31516

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Andrea O'Shea

SYRACUSE, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Teresa Connors  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to teresamc

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Teresa Connors

Seattle, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ellen Jahos  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to echaladoff

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ellen Jahos

Alstead, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patrick Arndt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to parndt2

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patrick Arndt

Lancaster, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
william leffler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to mwcwjl

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

william leffler

kennebunkport, ME 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chris Reza  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to info

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Chris Reza

new york, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
paul abodeely  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to pabodeely 1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

paul abodeely

seattle, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Holder  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to jholder793

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Holder

Austin, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Aaron Fuller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to aaronfarisfuller

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Aaron Fuller

San Antonio, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John LeFevers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to kivaaa

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John LeFevers

Phoenix, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy H. Wagner  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to olamay

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy H. Wagner

Bothell, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elizabeth Roberts  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to robertsliz 9

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elizabeth Roberts

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marna Sheftic  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to mlas1996

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marna Sheftic

Grayslake, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wayne Strider  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to waynestrider

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wayne Strider

Kansas City, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Pelton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to janepelt

Clearly, there is an immediate need for strict rules for PACS, and enforcement 
of those rules.

The law says that PACS must be  TRULY INDEPENDENT.  The FEC should enforce 
this law, and should also require disclosure of political spending and close 
loopholes that allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

I am writing to remind you that the FEC exists to help ensure fair elections. 
The Commission has the power to require disclosure of election spending and 
contributions from foreign entities, and strictly enforce coordination between 
candidates and super PACS,

If you will not do your job, then step down.

Jane Pelton

Grass Valley, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gilbert Rinard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to rinardgil

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gilbert Rinard

Dundee, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Owens  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to rrowens 915

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Owens

Springfield IL 62704-3163, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brooke Bowman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to brookebowman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Brooke Bowman

Castle Rock, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Philip Ciaffa  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to philipciaffa

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Philip Ciaffa

Santa Fe, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Beverly Williams  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to b.williams

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Beverly Williams

Arlington, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Naomi Cohen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to nwcohen

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.
If the FEC does not do all in its power to limit the corrosive effects of the 
Citizens United decision more people will opt out of the elective process and 
our democracy will be a hollow sham.

Naomi Cohen

Gap Mills, WV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gail Weston-Roberts  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to weston -roberts

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gail Weston-Roberts

Natick, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
SALLY & JAKE SCHWARTZ  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to jakesjourneys

As parents, as voters, and as taxpayers, we URGE YOU TO DO THE RIGHT 
THING....for your grandchildren.... ....and ours.

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

SALLY & JAKE SCHWARTZ

PETALUMA, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jillian Gallery  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to jilliangallery

As an American citizen, in order to choose candidates to represent me, it is 
my right-- and responsibility-- to know exactly who contributed, and in what 
amounts, to a candidate's election campaign.  

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jillian Gallery

Bellingham, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Gill  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to marymcveygill

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mary Gill

Stanford, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
kurt Swanstrom  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to swanykes

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

kurt Swanstrom

ashland, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cindy Liu  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to cindsterr

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cindy Liu

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Deucher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to richdeucher

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Deucher

Ridgefield, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lee Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to ridemlikeustolem

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lee Johnson

Las Vegas, NM



Comment re: REG 2015-04
bill wedeking  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to bill .wedeking

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

bill wedeking

houston, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Friedfertig  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to davidfriedfertig

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Friedfertig

BUFFALO, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Charles Casper  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to casper3333

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Charles Casper

Union Springs, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Friedfertig  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to davidfriedfertig

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Friedfertig

BUFFALO, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Harvey Hanna  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to hhhanna

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Harvey Hanna

Toledo, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michelle Carter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to Michelle

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michelle Carter

San Francisco, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Allie Robbins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to allierobbins

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Allie Robbins

Forest Hills, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lore Aron  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to Van_fleet

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lore Aron

Los Angeles, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Isaac Wells  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to vze18v262

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Isaac Wells

Medfield, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Simons  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to jsimons 464

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Simons

Grand Rapids, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Phyllis Miller  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to Jeanmiller .miller37

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Phyllis Miller

Boston, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
tel Jensen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to tel

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop money 
from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of money flowing through 
groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds makes this issue 
especially urgent, considering the scope of many electioneering groups. The 
FEC should strengthen the rules against injecting money into U.S. elections, 
and it should also require full disclosure of political spending and prevent 
candidates from coordinating with super PACs.

tel Jensen

woodland, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Youlan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to syoulan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephen Youlan

St. Paul, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
michael wechter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:03 PM
Please respond to mswclu

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

michael wechter

arden, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Candy Curtis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to critters 6

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Candy Curtis

Spokane, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Armour  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to jmsarmour

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Armour

Saint Louis, MO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
George Kaufer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to george .kaufer

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

George Kaufer

Putnam Valley, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbie Scott  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to bscott

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Barbie Scott

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kerry Kuhn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to kerrylkuhn

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kerry Kuhn

Schaumburg, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peter Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to psmith

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Peter Smith

Newton, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bob Scarino  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to bob

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bob Scarino

Westborough, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Julie Krasin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to jkrasin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Julie Krasin

Edgewater, NJ 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Chirgwin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to jmchirgwin

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Chirgwin

Indianapolis, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ron Fisher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to deadron3

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ron Fisher

Wilmington, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peggy Ratlif  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to pratliff 302

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Peggy Ratlif

Lawrenceburg, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Herbert Stein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to hstein

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Herbert Stein

Washingtonville, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Raymond Howard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to rhoward1

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Raymond Howard

Geneva, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bruce Bourassa  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to blind .bruce

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

YOU ARE CORRUPT. part of that shadow money is going straight into your own 
bank accounts.

Bruce Bourassa

Los Angeles, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dave Matthews  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to whothecapfit

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dave Matthews

Nottingham, ot



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Horwitz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to ehorwitz 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Eric Horwitz

Lake Forest, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lois Evora  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to ljeane

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lois Evora

Henderson, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bill Harris  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to bbharris 1936

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bill Harris

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Laura Chalfin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to belcantomd

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Laura Chalfin

Delhi, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Fredi Juri  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to beetlebombfj

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Fredi Juri

Perry, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Dornhecker   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to dornmary

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Dornhecker

Lake Wales, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
clyde winter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to ucamp

The Supreme Court 5-4 ruling favoring the corporation named Citizens United, 
Inc. has made it more difficult than ever to stop foreign money from 
influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign money flowing through 
groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds makes this issue 
especially urgent, considering the international scope of many electioneering 
groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against foreign nationals 
injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also require full 
disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from coordinating with 
super PACs.

clyde winter

grafton, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Schimmel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to nancy

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Nancy Schimmel

Berkeley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Vigars  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to rvigars

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Why don't you just do your job.  Only CEO's are allowed to fail and be paid.   
Out tax dollars pay you, work for us.

Barbara Vigars

Westport CT, CT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rebecca Meloy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to Rebecca

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rebecca Meloy

Bellingham, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rick Ochoa  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to redsinder

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rick Ochoa

White Plains, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Dornhecker   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to dornmary

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Dornhecker

Lake Wales, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shawn Shelton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to shawnrshelton

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Shawn Shelton

Tacoma, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mary Dornhecker   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to dornmary

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Mary Dornhecker

Lake Wales, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Claire Simonich  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to c.d.simonich

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Claire Simonich

Half Moon Bay, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Vanessa Kearney PhD  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to kearneyv

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Vanessa Kearney PhD

Washington, DC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert/Linda Cross  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to crosslk

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert/Linda Cross

Sloansville, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Leonard J. Lehrman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to ljlehrman

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Leonard J. Lehrman

Valley Stream, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
phillip hope  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to phillip .hope

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

phillip hope

Brooklyn, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lowell Gilbert  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to lowell .gilbert

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lowell Gilbert

Moline, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendi Quest  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to wenquest

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Wendi Quest

Medford, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Tramel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to stramel

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephen Tramel

Hays, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Tramel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to stramel

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephen Tramel

Hays, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mace Clarridge  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to maceintn

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mace Clarridge

Hixson, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Wendy Gehring  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to tawnyleo 47

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Wendy Gehring

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
STEPHEN LEEB  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to RLS2001

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

STEPHEN LEEB

BALDWIN, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Amalie Callahan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to amalie .callahan

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Amalie Callahan

Rock Island, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gregory Garnant   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to gbgarn

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gregory Garnant

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Doolan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to BillDoolan

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

William Doolan

Evergreen, CO



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lorraine Jacquard  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to dnztchr

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lorraine Jacquard

Santa Cruz, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Feild  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to barb .feild

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Barbara Feild

Ojai, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kathleen Eaton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:04 PM
Please respond to sce9590

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kathleen Eaton

Middletown, DE 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Geniene Wilson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to gena.elena

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Geniene Wilson

Athens, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Andre Willingham  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to awillingham 3126

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Andre Willingham

Ferndale, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Suzanne Hedrick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to suzanne6

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Suzanne Hedrick

Nobleboro, ME



Comment re: REG 2015-04
tim jackson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to had2muchtodream

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

tim jackson

philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Linzmeier  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to musicman 690

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Linzmeier

Palatine, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dean Langmuir  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to db.langmuir

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dean Langmuir

Sudbury, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donald Harland  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to dharland

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Donald Harland

Candler, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul Madzik  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to ma-gic

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul Madzik

Bethel, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Denise Black  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to denise .black4985

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Denise Black

Boynton Beach, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
gwen mataisz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to gwen.mataisz

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

When are you going to do your job?  Protect our democracy!

gwen mataisz

Pitkin, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Turney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to joseph_turney

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Joseph Turney

Dripping Springs, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Roy Trierweiler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to roynorth

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Roy Trierweiler

Brookhaven, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donna Walcott  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to dlwphm

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Donna Walcott

Port Huron, MI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sue Huseman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to suehuseman 45

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Sue Huseman

Melbourne, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
D.B. Pope  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to msdbpope

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

D.B. Pope

Varnville, SC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Cogliser  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to bobcogs

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Cogliser

Grants Pass, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeffrey Watson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to evr_green

I want my country back!

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jeffrey Watson

Issaquah, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cheryl Ivey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to agapai80631

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cheryl Ivey

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jerriann Nielsen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to jerriann .nielsen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jerriann Nielsen

Hot Springs Village, AR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
steve cole  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to scole

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

steve cole

hoover, AL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lani Clark  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to Lani_clark

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lani Clark

Fayetteville, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Katie Levine  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to katielevine

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Katie Levine

San Francisco, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Philippe Charrier  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to p.c.charrier.m

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Philippe Charrier

Rennes, ot



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lynn Roebuck  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to lynnfroebuck

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lynn Roebuck

Fort Smith, AR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bruce Fraidowitz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to bfraidowitz

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bruce Fraidowitz

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Joseph Burlingame  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to jburlingame

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Joseph Burlingame

Canton, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Franco Caliz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to francocaliz 5

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Franco Caliz

Miami, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bobbie VandeGriff   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to rcvandegriff

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bobbie VandeGriff

Tucson, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Elynn Haden  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to elynnhaden

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Elynn Haden

Coatesville, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anne Fisher  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to Anne.fisher

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Anne Fisher

Lexington, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Peters  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to tm.ptrs

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Peters

Martinez, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Henry Gosztyla  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to agosztyla

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Henry Gosztyla

Westerville, OH 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Geoffrey Pruitt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to geoffrey .pruitt

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Geoffrey Pruitt

St. Louis, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pamylle Greinke  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to pamylle 1

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Pamylle Greinke

Peconic, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sandra Morey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to sandi .morey

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

The FEC represents us, the citizen-taxpayers.  It really has an obligation to 
do a much better job.

Sandra Morey

Oakland, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
STAN GALYEAN  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to smgwired 4good

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

STAN GALYEAN

Lake Stevens, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Marianna Lee  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to annairamlee

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Marianna Lee

Washington, DC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Preston  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to spp1011

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stephen Preston

N Topsail Beach, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Zachary Goodrich  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to zachmgood

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Zachary Goodrich

Easton, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Rogers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to richardrogers 76

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Rogers

Pembroke, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Badzioch  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to mikebadzzz

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael Badzioch

Houston, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Walsh  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to mpatwalsh

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michael Walsh

Austin, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Tom Beltt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to tbeltt

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Tom Beltt

Plymouth, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sheila Smith  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to gardensheila

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Sheila Smith

Salinas, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rex Sanders  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to rexwsanders

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Rex Sanders

Phenix City, AL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lyle Austin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to budfugly

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lyle Austin

Galesburg, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Mandura  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:05 PM
Please respond to jpm194

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Mandura

Grand Island, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nicole Amador  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to naamador

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nicole Amador

Sacramento, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jon Elson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to elson

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jon Elson

Kirkwood, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ron benson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to ronjarhead 2

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

ron benson

medway, OH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kenneth Powers  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to kbpowers 9

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kenneth Powers

Lakewood, WA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Alstrum  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to jjalstr

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

James Alstrum

Normal, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lumina Greenway  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to luminag

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Lumina Greenway

Wakefield, RI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
florence klein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to kpriya72

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

florence klein

goleta, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diane Field  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to Dianeinpdx

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Diane Field

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kay Cota  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to kaycota

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kay Cota

Dubuque, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Harvey Austin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to crosstitchmary

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Harvey Austin

Waupun, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
George Lynch  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to Qdust69

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

George Lynch

Castaic, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
thomas collins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to 2cinza

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

thomas collins

St Maries, ID 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Deborah Kohn  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to kohndeb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Deborah Kohn

Toronto, ON



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Ostrosky  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to michael .ostrosky

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michael Ostrosky

New Kensington, PA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Serroka  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to J.serroka

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

James Serroka

Dallas, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donald S  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to Donny .3rd

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Donald S

Chicago, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jill Jester  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to cowboykittyantiques

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jill Jester

Cedar Hill, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Don Cerow  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to athenasweb

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Don Cerow

Nantucket, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Shel Prince  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to shel .prince

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Shel Prince

Sammamish, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Hans Gilde  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to hmg2

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Hans Gilde

Lincoln, NE



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Maya Gorina  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to mayagorina

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Maya Gorina

Kensington, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Harry Gross  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to politics

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Harry Gross

Mineola, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Chapman  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to dave.jo

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David Chapman

Kalaheo, HI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Donald Peterson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to freethinkerdon

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Donald Peterson

Nashville, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Barbara Judd  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to rdclear

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Barbara Judd

Berkeley, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
LK WOODRUFF  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to lkw777

FEC: 

End undisclosed election spending, coordination between super PACs and 
candidates, and foreign money’s influence on U.S. elections.

Decisions need to be made democratically by registered VOTERS. 

--NOT by corporations or super pacs of dark money:(

The SCOTUS approved (what were they thinking???) Citizens United ruling has 
made it more difficult than ever to stop money from influencing or buying U.S. 
elections. 

The possibility of money flowing through groups that do not disclose the 
sources of their funds makes this issue especially urgent, considering both 
the national and international scope of many electioneering groups hoping to 
garner control in the USA. 

Therefore, the FEC should strengthen the rules against national and foreign 
nationals injecting money into U.S. elections.

Better yet, they should STOP IT completely before we lose our cherished 
democracy!

'Full disclosure' of political spending and coordination of candidates with 
super PACs is NOT enough. Knowing who is paying for access and control isn't 
sufficient. Stopping the flow of this dark money by moving to Fair & Clean 
Elections with a short 6-8 week cycle will go a long way towards UNDOING this 
ill-conceived and incredibly damaging Citizens United ruling.

LK WOODRUFF

ROSEMOUNT, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Brian Mahany  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to zaneysworld

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.
"We the People" demand these long over due reforms!
And if you can't act,for some unknown reason, or are just unwilling to do so, 
then Resign your offices now, and the People will replace you with individuals 
that will Do Their Damn Jobs, and act on this situation, that is imperiling 
OUR Free and Democratic electoral process! ACT NOW! Because this current 
abhorrent situation will no longer stand with the American People! 

Brian Mahany

Clearwater, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Richard Atwater  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to rwatwater

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Richard Atwater

Oregon City, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peggy Liepmann  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to peggyliepmann

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Peggy Liepmann

Saranac Lake, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Vander Poel   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to jvan20p

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

James Vander Poel

Northborough, MA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Alex Infante  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to infantepetera

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Alex Infante

Falls Church, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael and Roseanne Haboush   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to haboushmike

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael and Roseanne Haboush

Sedona, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christopher Welch  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to ccwelch 02840

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Christopher Welch

Newport, RI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Haydn Huntley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to haydn.huntley

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Haydn Huntley

Makawao, HI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Susan Price  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to sleeprice 66

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Susan Price

san jose, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Henry Armetta  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to harmetta

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Henry Armetta

Waukesha, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jane Hawes  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to oudiva

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jane Hawes

Edmond, OK



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Pendleton  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to dpendleton 70

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

David Pendleton

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
cornelia hoskin  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to corneliahoskin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

cornelia hoskin

jamaica plain, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Carmen Campbell  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to crc964

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Carmen Campbell

Saint Petersburg, FL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Suzanne Michael  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to suzmichael

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Suzanne Michael

New York, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rhonda Crow  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to rhondacrow

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rhonda Crow

Pueblo, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Dickinson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to RLDickinson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Dickinson

South Windsor, CT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gretchen Clearwater   to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:06 PM
Please respond to gretchen .clearwater

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gretchen Clearwater

Bloomington, IN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Philip Burgert  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to pburgert

American voters should know which corporations, interest groups, wealthy 
families and billionaires are behind the commercials that try to influence our 
votes. Today's lack of full public information on campaign spending is almost 
entirely because of the
weak FEC disclosure rules. The FEC should return to its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from us while trying to influence 
Our votes. The FEC should also close all loopholes that allow campaigns to 
circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that allow foreign 
money to influence our elections.

Philip Burgert

Asbury, MO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael & Kathryn Kevany  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to kkevany

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael & Kathryn Kevany

Silver Spring, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Draper  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to sbdrap

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Stephen Draper

Accident, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Sato  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to unpogo

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Allowing, permitting and condoning foreign-money influence by Republican FEC 
Commissioners is treason, esp. where the basis is the treasonous Citizens 
United fraud upon the court. Wherefore, take notice that I, Mark Sato, hereby 
demand that this wholly treasonous act by said Republican Commissioners be 
ended forthwith, otherwise, any and all lawful means of forcing the end of 
this treason will be taken.

Mark Sato

Hanover Park, IL 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Claudia Frantz  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to caofrantz

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Claudia Frantz

Fair Oaks, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Keith Moseley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to Kmose

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Keith Moseley

Longmont, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Allie Tennant  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to allietennant

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Allie Tennant

Ft Myers, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peter Greene MD  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to pgreene1649

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Peter Greene MD

washington DC, DC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Krueger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to j .krueger

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Krueger

Madison, WI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Paul King  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to pking

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Paul King

Scotts Valley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Raúl Fiol  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to arfiol

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Raúl Fiol

Portland, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dennis O'Brien  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to dobrien5

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Corporations still aren't people.

Dennis O'Brien

Milton, DE



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Leigh Hart  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to dol123

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Leigh Hart

chapel hill, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Pam Ramirez  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to pamkram

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Pam Ramirez

Richmond, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeff Delcamp  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to jdelcamp

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jeff Delcamp

windsor mill, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Marti  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to jb_marti

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Marti

Columbia, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chris Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to chris .jones

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Chris Jones

Oliver Springs, TN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas McDonald  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to kiltmac

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Thomas McDonald

Wheeler, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
william polcari  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to bill .polcari

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

william polcari

garfield, NJ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David McKenzie  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to dmckenzie

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

David McKenzie

Montgomery, AL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jonathan McManus  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to jonmcmanus 13

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jonathan McManus

Lockport, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Hall  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to damcove

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nancy Hall

Brunswick, ME 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Christine Levine  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to clevine 54

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Christine Levine

North Venice, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robin Eddington  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to Eddingtonpack

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Robin Eddington

Annandale, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ken Roy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to kroy

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ken Roy

San Bruno, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
rachel klempel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to racheksee

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

rachel klempel

bigfork, MT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael McDonagh  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to michaelmcd

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Michael McDonagh

New Hope, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Caryn Graves  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to caryn

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Caryn Graves

Berkeley, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Handley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to bhandly53

The current state of non-enforcement, which favors secret and corporate donors 
is not acceptable.  The behavior of the Republican FEC Commissioners in 
refusing to accept a petition for reform is BLATANT PARTY FAVORITISM, also 
unacceptable.

Question to Republican FEC Commissioners:  How do you treat your fellow 
Democratic Commissioners when they are NOT petitioning?  As non-persons??

William Handley

Edgewater, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Eric Ross  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to redwine5

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Eric Ross

Sweet Home, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gail Christensen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to lyricalworker

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Gail Christensen

Burbank, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Al Daniel  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to hockeyscribe

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Al Daniel

Grosse Pointe, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Wozniak  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to daddywoz

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Wozniak

Mendocino, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rheta Johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to rheta .johnson

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rheta Johnson

Potomac, MD 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jacob Litoff  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to jlitvlnvla

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jacob Litoff

Millis, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
ryan logtenberg  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to ryanlogtenberg

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

ryan logtenberg

Kihei, HI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ursula murray  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to sulamine

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Ursula murray

Las Vegas, NV 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
David Dubuc  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to dubucdavid

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.
To the Republican members of the committee: What are you afraid off. What is 
being proposed is nothing short of common sense. I, for one, partly hold you 
responsible for the financial mess that out elections are in along with the 
faulty reasoning of the Supreme Court that corporations are people. For once 
please do the right thing and do your duties are you said you could and put 
the Country ahead of your political party.
Thank you. David dubuc

David Dubuc

Lansing, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Gladys Murphy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to gmurphy

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Gladys Murphy

Highlands Ranch, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kevin J. Gosztonyi  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to kevingus 5

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Citizens United is the worst decision since Dred Scott and you make it even 
worse by allowing these groups to lie and cheat and circumvent a law that is 
bad to begin with. The people deserve to know who is corrupting our government 
with money.

Kevin J. Gosztonyi

Bethlehem, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stephen Yuen  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to stephenmyuen

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stephen Yuen

Sugar Land, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kay Bedingfield  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to kelenayb

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kay Bedingfield

greensboro, NC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeff Delcamp  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to jdelcamp

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jeff Delcamp

windsor mill, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
carol peters  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to charles 871

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

carol peters

Hayward, WI 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kenneth Clark  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to clarknws

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kenneth Clark

Unionville, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kortney Marwood  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to kortney .marwood

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Kortney Marwood

conneautville, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
William Blaine  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to Wkblaine

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

William Blaine

Wake Forest, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Silhavy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to jcin79

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Silhavy

North Judson, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sheree Kerr  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to shreker 56

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Sheree Kerr

Bountiful, UT 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cyrus Eyster  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to cyruse

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cyrus Eyster

Cambridge, MA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Robert Schile  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:07 PM
Please respond to efecor

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Robert Schile

Mesa, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
phillip sawicki  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to sawphil 7

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

phillip sawicki

College Park, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
C Ayotte  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to cmayotte

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

C Ayotte

Santa Cruz, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Anna Klene  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to anna.klene

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Anna Klene

Missoula, MT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Cheryl Hewitt  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to Chewitt

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Cheryl Hewitt

Lawrence, KS



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Rickey Black  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to indyrick 4

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Rickey Black

Indianapolis, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Renee Cote  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to reneecote 8

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Renee Cote

Wolf Creek, OR



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Diane Allen-Harkins  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to dallenharkins

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Diane Allen-Harkins

port charlotte, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Thomas Forsyth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to tom

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Thomas Forsyth

Hooksett, NH



Comment re: REG 2015-04
virginia carpio  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to vacarpio

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

virginia carpio

los gatos, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Glen Young  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to gtkmailstop

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Glen Young

Renton, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
A. McGarry  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to ange.mcgarry

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

A. McGarry

Belleville, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lauren Warwick  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to lwarwick

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lauren Warwick

Philadelphia, PA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Edd Scott  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to eddscott

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Edd Scott

Portland, OR 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Sandra Naidich  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to kimera23

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Sandra Naidich

New York, NY 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Phillip Jackson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to n.phillip.jackson

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Phillip Jackson

Houston, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dave Spencer  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to hawkvet 1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dave Spencer

Chariton, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Theodore Gorney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to teddyg_1

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Theodore Gorney

Brooklyn Park, MN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Katerina Kokolis  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to karenkokolis

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Katerina Kokolis

Columbia, SC



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jon Gwartney  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to jkh4tccb

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jon Gwartney

Delia, KS 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dale Hunter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to rufusandclicquot

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Commissioners Weintraub and Ravel have made a logical and impassioned appeal 
to the FEC.  I am pleased that Weintraub pointed out the ludicrous notion that 
corporations can be persons (Citizens United), but she is not in the eyes of 
the FEC.  I join others and Public Citizen in this petition to the FEC.

Dale Hunter

Syracuse, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Peter McCumber  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to peter .mccumber

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Peter McCumber

Westover, WV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jeff Jones  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to jbjones

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Jeff Jones

Columbus, IN 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Linda porter  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to lakedreamer 51

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Linda porter

belle ille, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Kenneth Wallston  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to ken.wallston

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Kenneth Wallston

PISGAH FOREST, NC 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Bob Davey  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to aaersti

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Bob Davey

Laguna Beach, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Stan Bryant  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to Sbryant 1776

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Stan Bryant

Denver, CO 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ed Ptasznik  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to tazz5103

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ed Ptasznik

Livonia, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Denise Carlson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to denisecarlson 1956

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Denise Carlson

Houston, TX



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Riley Canada II  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to rvcanada

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Riley Canada II

Marietta, GA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Teela Pulliam  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to teelap

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Teela Pulliam

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mehdi Kabir  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to tritoch 23

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mehdi Kabir

Springfield, VA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Desmond Brett  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to desmondbrett

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Desmond Brett

Midlothian, VA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
d johnson  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to ddjw4

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

d johnson

san antonio, TX 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Ruth Wootten  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to ruthwootten

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Ruth Wootten

Tempe, AZ



Comment re: REG 2015-04
James Mundy  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to jmundy6768

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

James Mundy

Inglewood, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Chris Mazur  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to chrmaz

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Chris Mazur

Starksboro, VT



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Patricia Baley  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to patricia .mcrae

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Patricia Baley

Las Vegas, NV



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jack Butler  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to hontonoshijin

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

For the right-wing commissioners:  Your choice is not whether or not you lose, 
but whether or not you lose badly and we salt thew ground after you.

Make up your minds.  Try to be human.  You might even be able to pass for a 
while.

Yours, Jack Butler

Jack Butler

Eureka, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Lucas Klein  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to LKlein

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Lucas Klein

Hong Kong, IL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
EDMOND GAINES  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to edgaines 63

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

EDMOND GAINES

CORALVILLE, IA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Natalie Rios  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to natalier 1988

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Natalie Rios

Sacramento, CA



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Mark Heald  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to mheald

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Mark Heald

Pleasant Hill, TN



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Suhas Malghan  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to suhasmalghan

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Suhas Malghan

Baltimore, MD



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Skapik  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to jskapik

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

John Skapik

Oakland, CA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Nancy Barron  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to nancymay

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Nancy Barron

Goldendale, WA 



Comment re: REG 2015-04
John Filippone  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to johnf1966

The public should know which corporations, groups or wealthy individuals are 
behind the campaign ads that try to influence their votes. The current lack of 
full public information on campaign spending is almost entirely because of the 
FEC’s weak disclosure rules. The FEC should restore its previous, commonsense 
disclosure rules so that corporations, billionaires and other powerful 
interests cannot conceal their identities from the public while trying to 
influence the people’s votes. The FEC should also close loopholes that allow 
candidates to circumvent rules against coordination with super PACs and that 
allow foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

John Filippone

Valley Cottage, NY



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Jean Farris  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to jcfarris

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Jean Farris

Orlando, FL



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Dennis Feichtinger  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:08 PM
Please respond to djfeich

The prevalence of super PACs that devote their resources solely to electing a 
single candidate – not to mention the close personal, professional and 
fundraising ties between many candidates and staff of super PACs that support 
them – show the need for stricter rules against coordination between 
candidates and super PACs. The law and courts say these entities are supposed 
to be “truly independent.” The FEC should enforce this law. The FEC should 
also require disclosure of political spending and close loopholes that allow 
foreign money to influence U.S. elections.

Dennis Feichtinger

Trenton, MI



Comment re: REG 2015-04
Michael Goforth  to: IndependentSpending 10/22/2015 12:09 PM
Please respond to mmgoforth

The Citizens United ruling has made it more difficult than ever to stop 
foreign money from influencing U.S. elections. The possibility of foreign 
money flowing through groups that do not disclose the sources of their funds 
makes this issue especially urgent, considering the international scope of 
many electioneering groups. The FEC should strengthen the rules against 
foreign nationals injecting money into U.S. elections, and it should also 
require full disclosure of political spending and prevent candidates from 
coordinating with super PACs.

Michael Goforth

OLYMPIA, WA 


